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Abstract
Subcutaneous panniculitis-like T-Cell Lymphoma (SPTL) is a very rare form of skin lymphoma that is localized 
primarily to the subcutaneous adipose tissue without palpable involvement of the lymph nodes. Diagnosis of 
SPTCL is a challenge as clinical features are non specific and mimic benign conditions. Unless there is expertise 
in oncopathology and strong suspicion, biopsy is also difficult to interpret. Due to misdiagnosis, steroids are 
started early which mask the disease leading to further delay in seeking appropriate care. We present here an 
illustrative case of a young lady with symptoms mimicking collagen vascular disease and diagnosis of SPTCL 
reached later.
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introduction
Subcutaneous panniculitis-like T-cell lymphoma 
(SPTL) was first described in 1991 by Gonzalez et 
al. [1] but was not recognized as a distinct entity by 
the World Health Organization until 2001 [2]. It is 
estimated that SPTCL accounts for less than 1% of all 
non-Hodgkins lymphomas [2]. Most often it presents 
as multiple, painless, subcutaneous nodules on the 
extremities and trunk. In its early phase, the nodules 
may resolve without treatment and subsequently 
new nodules may develop on the same or different 
skin locations. SPTL mimics benign conditions like 
panniculitis, eczema, dermatitis, psoriasis, and 
other skin and soft tissue infections leading to delay 
in diagnosis. Clinical and systemic symptoms are 
nonspecific and can include fever, chills, and weight 
loss; approximately half of the patients develop mild 
cytopenias. More serious conditions associated with 
SPTL include hepatosplenomegaly, mucosal ulcers, 
serosal effusions, hemophagocytosis syndrome 
(HPS), and pancytopenia, though these are less 
common [3, 4].
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A case of young lady who became symptomatic 
during last trimester of pregnancy is reported here. 
After multiple misdiagnoses and false interpretation 
of skin biopsy, diagnosis of SPTCL was made and 
appropriate treatment was offered.

case presentation
A 26-year-old lady with 8 months of amenorrhea 
presented with history of intermittent high grade 
fever with chills and erythematous patches over both 
upper limbs and lower limbs with few lesions ulcerated 
and few others healed with hyperpigmentation 
since January 2015. There was no history of oral 
ulcers, alopecia, Reynaud’s, photosensitivity, malar 
rash, sicca symptoms, and skin tightening. No 
history of loss of appetite, weight loss or bleeding 
manifestations. She had history of pulmonary 
arterial hypertension (PAH) in first pregnancy. No 
history of abortions. She was admitted in another 
hospital in March 2015 with these symptoms. 
Possibilities of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)/ 
antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) were considered. 
But her antinuclear antibodies (ANA) and dsDNA 
antibodies were negative. Blood and urine cultures 
were sterile, procalcitonin levels and bone marrow 
aspiration was normal. She developed transaminitis 
and hypertension with cytopenias in due course. 
She was kept under obstetrician care with the 
suspicion of HELLP syndrome. She was managed 
conservatively and discharged on steroids, 1mg/ kg. 
She delivered a baby uneventfully in April 2015.

After delivery, she developed nodular swellings 
over upper limbs, chest and abdomen. There 
was no history of pain in the swellings and skin 
over swellings was normal and freely mobile. She 
continued to have fever spikes. Biopsy of skin lesion 
done at local hospital was s/o lobular panniculitis 
without vasculitis. Repeat ANA, dsDNA, C3C4 were 
normal. Bone marrow aspiration and biopsy were 
normal.

She presented to our hospital in May 2015 with 
persistent subcutaneous nodules. On examination, 
patient was conscious, coherent with performance 
status 1. Subcutaneous nodules were present over 
left arm, breast and upper abdomen, healed necrotic 
patches over both upper and lower limbs, few 
ulcerated lesions on upper and lower limbs (Figure 
1). Pulse rate 102 per minute, other vital data normal. 
Systemic examination was unremarkable.
 

Figure 1: Ulcerated lesion on medial aspect of left arm.

Review of skin biopsy slides was done at our 
hospital. Microscopically epidermis is unremarkable. 
Subepithelial and underlying dermis and 
subcutaneous tissue shows multiple foci of atypical 
lymphoid cells in aggregates and scattered discretely. 
Cytoplasm is scant with large dark nucleus. These 
cells are also seen around adnexa and perineurally. 
Intervening stroma shows thick collagen bundles. 
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was done and CD3 
positive, CD20 negative, CD68 positive in few 
histiocytes, cytokeratin negative, Ki 67 around 40%. 
Conclusion of SPTL was arrived at (Figures 2 and 3) 
contrast enhanced computed tomography (CECT) 
chest and abdomen showed extensive subcutaneous 
fat stranding in chest and abdomen parietal wall 
(Figure 4). Blood counts, liver and kidney function 
tests were normal.
 
She was started on CHOP chemotherapy. After 
therapy her skin nodules regressed completely with 
complete resolution of her symptoms. She is now 
due for 2nd cycle chemotherapy and is doing well.
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Figure 2: Low power view showing unremarkable epidermis, 
multiple foci of atypical lymphoid cells in aggregates and 
scattered discretely in subepithelial and underlying dermis 
and subcutaneous tissue. These cells are also seen around 
adnexa and perineurally. Intervening stroma shows thick 
collagen bundles.

Figure 3: Lymphoid cells seen surrounding fat cells.

Figure 4: CT abdomen showed extensive subcutaneous fat 
stranding in parietal wall.

Discussion
In the WHO classification, subcutaneous panniculitis-
like T-cell lymphoma (SPTL) is defined as a distinct 
type of T-cell lymphoma with an aggressive clinical 
behavior. Recent studies suggest that distinction 
should be made between SPTL with an alpha/ beta 
T-cell phenotype (SPTL-AB) and SPTL with gamma/ 
delta T-cell phenotype (SPTL-GD). SPTL-ABs were 
generally confined to the subcutis, had a CD4-, CD8+, 
CD56-, betaF1+ phenotype, were uncommonly 
associated with a hemophagocytic syndrome (HPS; 
17%), and had a favorable prognosis (5-year overall 
survival [OS]; 82%). SPTL-AB patients without HPS 
had a significantly better survival than patients 
with HPS (5-year OS; 91% vs 46%; P < .001). SPTL-
GDs often showed (epi) dermal involvement and/
or ulceration, a CD4-, CD8-, CD56+/-, betaF1- T-cell 
phenotype, and poor prognosis (5-year OS; 11%), 
irrespective of the presence of HPS or type of 
treatment. These results indicate that SPTL-AB and 
SPTL-GD are distinct entities, and justify that the 
term SPTL should further be used only for SPTL-A 
[4].
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Apart from SPTL-GD and other aggressive T-cell 
lymphomas, SPTL-AB should be differentiated 
from lupus erythematosus panniculitis (LEP). The 
relationship between SPTL and LEP, which may be 
clinically indistinguishable, is controversial [5, 6]. 
In a detailed report on 11 cases of LEP, Massone, 
et al. proposed histopathological criteria useful in 
differentiating between LEP and SPTL-AB, suggesting 
that these represent distinct entities [6]. Useful 
histopathologic criteria favoring a diagnosis of LEP 
included epidermal involvement, mucin depositions, 
the presence of reactive germinal centers, clusters of 
B cells or considerable numbers of admixed plasma 
cells, and polyclonal TCR (T-cell receptor) gene 
rearrangement. In contrast, Magro et al. emphasized 
overlapping features between LEP and SPTL and 
suggested that both conditions form a spectrum of 
disease [5].

Initial treatment in SPTL-AB varied widely from only 
radiotherapy or prednisone to doxorubicin-based 
chemotherapy. Since the WHO classification from 
2001 did not yet distinguish between SPTL-AB and 
SPTL-GD and describes SPTL as an aggressive type 
of lymphoma, in most centers doxorubicin based 
chemotherapy is the preferred type of treatment, 
sometimes in combination with alemtuzumab 
or followed by an auto-SCT [7-9]. High-dose 
chemotherapy followed by auto-SCT or allo-SCT has 
been suggested as an important option in patients 
with refractory or recurrent SPTL [9].

Our patient was initially started on steroids in outside 
hospital with initial partial response. By the time 
she presented to our hospital, she developed new 
lesions. She responded well to CHOP chemotherapy 
with complete resolution of symptoms and lesions.

conclusions
High index of suspicion is required to diagnose 
subcutaneous panniculitis-like T-Cell Lymphoma 
(SPTL) to avoid delay in early diagnosis and for 
timely and accurate treatment. 
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